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I' ditorial Policy

I agos Notes and Records is an annual, interdisciplinary journal of
the humanities. It is devoted to the publication of well-researched
articles in all the subjects in the Arts, Social Sciences, and Law. In
addition to original articles, the journal publishes reviewed
articles/books, brief accounts of work in progress, notes and
comments on issues arising out of recent publications.

EDITORIAL
This current Volume 23 Issue of Lagos Notes and Records contains
contrubutions that may be described a cross-disciplinary within the
larger field of the humanities. It presents theoretical and research-
driven contributions from established and upcoming scholars and
researcher including doctoral students whose manuscript were
adjudged publishab1c after a peer review process. Significantly, the
inclusion of a contribution from National Space University, Ukraine
further lends credence to the international reputation that the Journal
has earned for itself over the years.

In Nwagbo's paper titled "First language lexical attrition: the case of
the Igbo in Lagos", the author observes that the non-use of a
language or parts of it, over time re ults in attrition that is, deficient
performance in that language. The study focuses on attrition in Igbo
with a view to delineating the degree, nature and factors responsible
for attrition in Igbo in the context of experts in the language. Paradis'
Activation Threshold Hypothesis was adopted as guide and 30
participants comprising undergraduate, post-graduate students and
lecturers in the Igbo language unit of the Department of Linguistics
in the University of Lagos were purposive1y sampled. The sample
population was within the ages of 25-45 and were interviewed with
the aid of a 30-word list comprising foodstuffs, household, greeting,
nominal labels and grammatical items. The result reveals that the 30
words were at different stages of attrition, onset, medial and critical
stages. The participants used mainly English equivalents of the
words, and in few cases Yoruba. The Igbo words that were easily
recalled (EWR) represent 46.67%, the words that were difficult to
recall (OWR) represent 23.33%, while the words that were
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impossible to recall (BWR) represent 30.00% of the total. The
attrition affected the performance of the participants and not their
competence, as they attested to knowing the traditional Igbo words
upon the revelation of the researcher. The factor responsible for
attrition was mainly the infrequent use of lgbo and the more frequent
use of English. It is deemed paramount for Igbo to use their
traditional words irrespective of locale for the purpose of preventing
language loss and projecting the Igbo identity.

Abdul Sunokpera in his work explores the application of Discourse
Space Theory and Conceptual Metaphor to the Inaugural speech of
Muhammadu Buhari. Using these two theoretical models, he
describes how political actors use language in both its literal and
literary senses to shape discour e and by extension reconstitute
certain values among the citizenry. The paper focuses on how
political actors draw on certain rhetorical devices to manipulate and
convince the citizenry about their dedication and commitment to
serve them.

Anowu's paper on legal discourse focuses on the use of interrogative
acts in election petition tribunals in Nigeria. He asserts that
interrogatives are critical means of communication in the question
and answer adjacency pair that generally characterizes discourse in
courtroom interactions. Essentially, counsel deploys questions in
order to probe into the facts of a case. Speech Act Theory as an
effective means of communicating speaker's intention provides a
clear basis for analyzing the import of questions in law courts. Using
the proceedings of the election petition tribunals on the 2007
gubernatorial election in Osun State, south-western Nigeria, as data
base, it was discovered that interrogative acts communicate six
different intentional meanings. The enactment of these acts in the
tribunals not only goes a long way in engendering the negotiation of
meaning but also facilitates the accomplishment of the institutional
goals of the legal system in Nigeria.

Ademola-Adeoye and Ayodeji Adedara examine the various
rhetorical devices and sentence structures used in the inaugural
species of the first and current governors of Lagos State, Nigeria,
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1111 a view to comparing and contrasting the rhetorical styles of a
IIIlitury regime and that of a civilian. The findings of these Scholars
lulil ate that more pronounced and deliberate usage of solidarity

I'lIlIHlminalisation in the civilian governor's speech, in addition to
111111 ' extensive use of a broad range of rhetorical devices therein.

lurcovcr, the military inaugural is much shorter than the civilian
III This is perhaps in keeping with the more discursive character of

1I mocratic governments, where much of the politicking is achieved
1.1 apparently monologic and dialogic talk. It is therefore suggested

lli It more scholarship needs to be undertaken on the discursive
\ haractcr of the world's new democracies.

Olusegun-Jcseph writes on the responses of postcolonial travel
'''Inatives to the marginalising tendency of colonialist travel writing,
\ hich among other things, depicts colonial outposts as exotic sites of
I uropean discovery, cultivation and re-orientation. He examines how
1011hAfrican travel writing has interrogated this colonialist practice

as an Afro-Arab/Afro-Oriental reaction. Engaging Tayeb Salih's
Season of Migration to the North with an insight from Edward Said's
Orientalism,this paper argues that the 'orth African travel text has
benefited immensely from the Oriental body of folklore, the Arabian
Nights, to reflect the Afrabian (Afro-Arab) difference of the N0l1h
African travel narrative in Afiican litera~e. Thus, among other
Imaginative traditions that might have informed what could be
identified as the North African post-Orientalist stance in travel
writing, the Arabian Nights has been an invaluable resource. Along
this line, the paper advances that 'The Story of Sindbad the Sailor'
has helped to project the post-Orientalist strategies and challenges of
the North African travel text as highlighted in Salih's Season of
Migration to the North,and has also aided in crystallising the
depiction of orth African experiences in the global politics of
migration, exile and multi cultural belonging.

Ogunbayo identifies mythical patterns which foreground humanistic
issues in the works of new generation of Nigerian poets other than
that of the older generation such as Christopher Okigbo, Wole
Soyinka and Tanure Ojaide. Specifically, in Isidore Diala's The Lure
of Ash, the paper observes a resurgence of sublime verses which
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handle serious matters, using the archetype of "Ash". The study sees
"ash" as Diala's mythic tool of deciphering the stages of growth of
individual and institution. Using post-Jungian idea of Lawrence
Alschuler which perceives the human society as going through
individuation process, this paper examines how Diala perpetually
interrogates existential experiences like dictatorship, power
mongering, social restiveness, love, political violence, civil unrest,
religious alienation, illusion, death and rebirth. Diala balances his
poetic vision by using "ash" to mythically capture causes and effects,
actions and inactions and varying national concerns. He submits that
from a Post-Jungian reading of Diala that the poet envisions the
growth of his society as passing through tripartite phases of self-
immolation, self-assertion and self-assessment. These stages are
pivotal in understanding the protean nature of humanity from the
mythical viewpoint.

Rhizhkova examines and discusses the concept of intertextuality in
Russian discursive texts. He argues that the concept of intertextuality
is relevant to virtually all types of text even as intertextuality of an
artistic text can be considered as the basic procedure for the process
of integration of classical, non-classical and postrnodern scientific
paradigms. The article examines approaches to the study of
intertextuality, the interpretation and realization of this concept, its
linguistic nature and the tendencies for its self-organization.

Faloju and Ajikobi discuss personal pronouns class in Russian and
Yoruba languages. They argue that these pronouns are
characteristically heterogeneous in nature, particularly when
compared with other grammatical categories. Since pronouns are
words used to refer to nouns, most pronouns are pro-forms for noun
phrases. This paper analyses the elass, usage, structure and meaning
of the personal pronouns in the Russian and Yoruba languages. It
employs a descriptive approach in bringing to light the similarities
and differences present in the personal pronouns of tbe two
languages. It argues that a proper understanding of the personal
pronouns of each language is key to understanding the language and
the culture of the two people since elements of culture are embedded
in the personal pronouns. Tbey conclude that denotative meaning is
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11 \IY role of personal pronouns in a given proposition, while
t It I '( meaning is seen as the secondary role.

\1111Olu ola in their paper observe that one major problem
outcmporary African humanity is closely associ~ted. with

10 cxplcitation of nature for modernity. The paper ~Istoncally
11111the changing trends of urbanity in relation to environmental

I 1I11.II)lltty.It posits that rapid de-agrarianiz~tion, frequc~t dro~ght
11I "IIIn related environmental problems facmg people m Afncan

111v(".Ifccts of urbanization. Rapid urbanization in some African
ha. generated enormous vulnerabilities for the African

111111Ilmcnt,

I '"") .wo submits tbat though the colonial heritage of th~ nation
I '('1in has had tremendous impact on the struggles for nationhood,

11111'[these challenaes should have been adequately addressed in the
111111than fifty-seven byears of its independence. These struggles which
1,IIIP' from sovereignty, to geography, to identity and the struggl.e for
I'l)wer and resources among others should have been reduced drastically
hy successive administrations since independence. This paper ~resents
unity and cohesion as a fundamental requirement as well. as an mtegral
p.1I1 of nation building and nationhoo~. In~ee~, tbe ~~lty of a (a~y)
nation despite her heterogeneity and diversity IS a c~lttca.l underl~mg
principle and foundation for a lasting and progressive Jou~ey mto
nationhood. It undertakes a historical examination and analysis of the
colonial lezacies in the various aspects of Nigerians lives and as well as
the efforts and strategies engaged or adopted by the various
governments and leaders to extricate the coloniallcgacy challenge .from
the nation's desperate march into nationhood. It analyses the ~egacles of
Identity and Geography, Political, Domestic, Military, Soc!O.-C~lt~ral,
Economic and Commonwealth Legacy while analysing the limitations
and hurdles in the process of the transforming the diffe~nt components
of tbe nation into a formidable, cohesive and progressive entity where
every citizen will be proud of the corporate identity.

Nweke examines the role of music in worship. The study finds out
what goes on in people's minds when they are engagi~g in w~rship
using music. It highlights different things that goes on m the mind of
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worshippers while engaging in worship using music. The study also
reveals that when music is properly used in worship, one is inspired;
such inspiration is displayed through one's emotions (positive) such
as joy, happiness and excitement, this thereby creates a better
individual resulting in a better society.

Asodun in his paper submits that there is ample evidence in Artificial
Intelligence (AI) research indicating that appropriately programmed
machines are capable of performing functions that require
intelligence when performed by humans. However, there is no
correlative record that any such machine has been able to pass the
Turing Test (TT); an intelligence test purposely designed by Alan
Turing to actualise his objective of justifying machine intelligence.
On the ground of this paradox, critics of the TT consider it as an
exercise in waste. This paper interrogates this conclusion, and avers
that it is the same condemned TT that lays the foundation for the
emergence of Information and Communication Technology (lCT).
Such a dignified feat questions the labelling of the TT as being
wasteful. To put this discourse in its proper perspective, the paper
presents the TT as an attempt to showcase how machine can be
designed to engage in communication and information processing in
such manner not distinguishable from how humans perform similar
functions. History, as reflected in the paper, pinpoints to the fact that
the desire to actualise the TT's objectives ignited AI researchers to
successfully design what are known today as Information and
Communication Technologies (lCTs). Indeed, the role of these
technologies, as catalytic to human development, is quite
revolutionary. The paper therefore argues that we should look beyond
the TT controversy and navigate our attention towards the Test's
magnanimous contribution to ICT -based modem world digital
transformation.

This collection of essays on a wide range of subjects such as
language attrition, legal discourse, poetry, intertextuality in Russian
texts, economic history, phiolosophy among others demonstrate the
growing body of research and literature interrogating contemporary
issues in modem society. It is also very interesting to note the
growing inter-institutional and inter-(intra) disciplinary
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tll"borations in some of the essays. It is anticipated that this ~olume
I11 push the frontiers of research and open. a new VIsta o~

1111\ llcctually and socially-relevant research works 111 these and other
1\ ,IS of humanitistic disciplines.

1uyiwa Falaiye,PhD
1'lIdcssor of Philosophy
I tlltor-in-Chief
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A Comparative Study of Personal Pronouns in Russian And
Yoruba Languages

John Olubunmi FALOJU *
Department of European Languages and Integration Studies,

University of Lagos, Akoka, Nigeria.

and
Alimot Eleshin AJIKOBI **

Department of Linguistics and African Languages,
Kwara State University, Malete, Ilorin, Nigeria.

Abstract
Personal Pronouns class in Russian and Yorubd languages are
characteristically heterogeneous in nature, particularly when
compared with other grammatical categories. Since pronouns are
words used to refer to nouns, most pronouns are6pro-jorms for noun
phrases. This paper aims to analyse the class, usage, structure and
meaning of the personal pronouns in the Russian and Yoruba
languages. The paper employs descriptive approach in bringing to
light the similarities and differences present in the personal pronouns
of the two languages. It argues that a proper understanding of the
personal pronouns of each language is key to understanding the
language and the culture of the two people since elements of culture
are embedded in the personal pronouns. We conclude that denotative
meaning is the primary role of personal pronouns in a given
proposition, while connotative meaning is seen as the secondary role.

Keywords: Russian, Yorubd, Personal Pronoun, Similarities,
Differences, Culture.

AHOTaUIDl

Fpynna JlU'lHbIXMecmOUMeHUUe PYCCKOM,«umaiicxou u Ha Jl3blKe
iiopyiia xapaxmepuo pasnapooua no ceoiicmee ocotienuo, xozoa Mbl
ux cpaeuueaeu c OpYZUMU zpaMMamUIJeCKUMUxamezopusuu.
[JOCKOJlbKYMecmOUMeHR cnoea ucnoniaoeaeiuue omuocumscs K
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cyiuecmeumeneuuu U 60JlbUlUHCm60 MeCmOUMeHUU saueuumenu

os» UMeHHOU epynnu. B cmamse numaeucx aHHQJlU3Up06amb

zpynny, ynompetineuue, cmpyKmypy U snasenue JlU'IHblX

JlfeCmOUMeHUU 6 PYCCKOM U Ha Jl3blKe iiopytia. B oaHHOU cmamse
ynompetinnemcs onucamensnuii nooxoo euseums cxoocmea,
Pa3HUt/bl U 603MOJICHble npusunu pa3H02JIaCUU cytuecmeytotuue 6

JlU'IHbIX MeCmOUMeHJlX mpoux Jl3bIK06. B cmamse Mbl Pa36U6QJ1U

MblCJIb 0 mOM, umo coeeptueunoe OCMblCJIeHUeKaJICOOZOssuxa KJllO'I

K paszaose nOHUMOHUfI Jl3blKa U xynsmyps: PYCCKUX, «umaiiuee U

HOpOOO iiopytia nOCKOJlbKYnpU3HOKU «ynsmypt« 6Cma6UJ1U 6 JlU'IHble

MeCmOu.MeHJl. Mu npuuinu K 6bl600y 0 mOM, wno oeuomamuenoe
snaueuue sensemcs OCIW6HOU ponuo JlU'IHblX MecmOUMeHUU 6

OOHHOM npeOJlOJICeHUU, m020a KOK KOHHomomU6Hoe 3HO'lHeHUe

sennemcs ponsto emopoeo nnaua .

KJllOtUIBhle CJlOBa: PyCCKUU Jl3bIK, ssu« uapooa uopy6a,
KumaUCKUU nsu«, nusnue seecmouuene, cxoocmea , PaJIlUU.bl,
KyJlbmypa.

1.0 Introduction
Language is an exclusive human property that has been described as
an effective and veritable means of communication based on words
or a combination of words to form sentences. In classical view, the
term pronouns, Latin pronomen means 'in place of nouns'. However,
in a contemporary sense, it has been described as a term used in the
grammatical classification of words, referring to the closed set of
items that can be used to refer to noun phrases or single nouns,
typically referring to people and things already known (Yule 2006,
Crystal 2008, Nordquist 2010, Schmidhauser, 2010). The pronoun
class is one of the peculiar functional categories that exist in all
natural languages. As a functional category, it is particularly used in
the Russian and Yoruba languages to enhance effective
communications among speakers.
In spite of the ubiquitousness of pronouns in each language of the
world, the pronouns class, usage and form possess their own
peculiarity and uniqueness thus; the importance of pronouns cannot
be over- emphasised. The linguistic problem of description of the
meaning (denotative and connotative) of personal pronouns is one of
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the intractable problems of linguistics because of its complexity and
contradictory nature of the object of description. This paper is
structured as follows: Section 1 introduces the paper, Section 2
discusses the Russian and Yoruba languages with their speakers,
Section 3 contains the personal pronouns in languages of study,
Section 4 examines personal pronouns usage in the understudied
languages, Section 5 addresses the findings and 6 is the conclusion.

2.0 Languages Under Study
2.1 The Russian Language and its Speakers
The Russian language belongs to the Indo- European group of
languages. It is an East Slavic language and the official language in
Russia, Belarus and Kyrgyzstan. Russian is the largest native
language in Europe with a population of 144 million native speakers
in Russia, Belarus, parts of Ukraine ~d Kyrgyzstan (Apetpses 2006).
Apart from this, Russian is one of the working languages of the
United Nations' Organization (UN), alongside Chinese, French,
English, Arabic and Spanish. It is the unofficial but widely spoken
language in Ukraine, Moldovia, Estonia, Latvia and other 15
countries that constituted the former Soviet Union. The Russian
language consists of various dialects. However, the Russian literary
language evolved from the Moscow dialect after Moscow became the
official capital of the Russian State in the 14th century (Pulkina
1984).

2.2 Yoruba Language and its Speakers
Yoruba is one of the Kwa languages, and is, a subgroup of the Niger-
Congo family. It is one of the three major languages in Nigeria, the
others being Hausa and Igbo. The Yoruba dialect continuum consists
of several dialects that are mostly mutually intelligible. The standard
variety of the language, cuts across all the dialects and knits the
Yoruba people together. It is taught in schools, and used in the media
and other administrative domains. It is also avidly studied in Europe
and America not only for intrinsic linguistic purposes but also for
social reasons among people of African-American heritage in the
United States (Yusuf 2011).Traces of the Yoruba language also
remain in the oralli terature of Yoruba descendants now domiciled in
Brazil, Cuba, Trinidad and Tobago as well as parts of the West Indies
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(Yusuff 2014). The Yoruba language is spoken by around thirty
million (30,000,000) people in Nigeria as a first language. The
number rises to thirty two million (32,000,000) if second language
speakers are included (Oyebade 2011:1-2).

3.0 Personal Pronouns In The Two Languages
3.1 Russian Personal Pronouns
Russian personal pronouns are presented on the table below:

Russian Personal Pronouns
Singular Plural

First J[ - I Mbl-We
person
Second r«- You s«: You
Person Bu - You (polite)

Third OH - He (masculine) OHu-They
Person OHa -She (feminine)

Table 1: Russian Personal Pronouns

In Russian personal pronouns, gender is reflected and their form
change according to cases. Six (6) different cases are marked in
Russian grammar, these are; nominative, genitive, accusative, dative,
instrumental and prepositional. Below is a table indicating the
changes the personal pronouns undergo when they appear in different
cases.

Nominative Genitive Accusatlv Dative Instrumenta Prepositional
Case Case e Case Case I Case Case

.H (I) (Y) MeHR - MHe- (Co) (060) MHe-
MeHJI - 1 my/me I/me MHOU- About me
have (with) me

t« (you) (Y) Te6J1-you Te6e- (C) m060u- (0) Te6e -
Te6J1 - you (with) you about you
You
have
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OH (He) (Y) neeo Eeo - EI1Y (K (C) HUM- (o)HeM- about
-He has (Ha Hero) HeMy) with him him

- Helhim -
Helhi
m

OHa (Y) Ee - Eu- (C)Heu- (o)Heu-
(she) Hee - She /her She/h with her about her

She has er
Mbl (We) (Y) Hac - HaM- (e) (o)Hac-

Hac - we/us we/u HaMU - about us
We s with us
have

s« (Y) Bac MGM (e)BGMu- (o)Bac-
(You)- Bac - polite/oj polite with you about you
Polite You ficial - /offic
/official have you ial
usage polite/o

ffical
OHU (.Y? Mx - MM (o)Hux-
(They) Hux - they (e)HUMU about them

They /them -with
have them

Table 2: Russian Personal Pronouns III Cases

3.2 Yoruba Personal Pronouns
Pronouns have been widely analysed in Yoruba studies (Bamgbose
1967; 1990, Jeje 1979, Adesuyan 2003, Yusuff 2006, Awobuluyi
2008; 2013). In the Yoruba pedagogical literature, there are two
views which are adopted by most scholars on the classification of
Yoruba pronouns. The first classifies Yoruba pronouns into two
broad groups: long (emphatic) and short (unemphatic) categories
(Awobuluyi, 1978). The second view is evident in the works of
Bamgbose (1967, 1980 & 1990), where the short pronoun is seen as
the true pronoun and the long pronouns, are classified as
pronominals. In Bamgbose's view, the pronominals are not pronouns
at all but grammatical nouns. Furthermore Awobuluyi insist that
pronouns are types of nouns (Awobuluyi 1978,2013).
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The focus of this paper is on the form classified as short/true
pronouns. Table 4 shows the grammatical distribution of personal .
pronouns in the Yoruba language:

(Nominative case)
1. Russian

a. .5I cryztear
Istudent be 1sg
Iam a student

PERSON NOMINATIVE
Singular I Plural

mo a
o y
6 won

GENITIVE
Sing~lar 1 Plural

mi I wa
1;:/ry I yin
IY won

ACCUSSA TIVE .
Singular I Plural
mil(mi) watwa)
1;:/Q(~/Q) yin b. .5I KynHJIKHHry

be 1sg
Ibought a book.

c. Tblcry.n;eHT
student be 2sg
You are a student

d. Tta xynun KHUZY

2sg buy -PST book
You bought a book.

e. OH cmyoeum
OHa cmyoeumse
student be 3sg
He is a student

Takes the form of
won
the last segment of

thepreceding verb
(won)

Table 3: Yoruba Personal Pronouns
Yoruba shows distinctions in grammatical persons (1st, 2nd 3rd),
number (singular and plural), as well as subject an~ object
distinctions in the use of personal pronouns. Awobuluyi (2001)
argues that the third person singular pronoun 6 (which is usuall~
glossed as he, she, or it) is not the actual form of the pronoun but, It
is un. According to Akintoye (2012), the same element (6) ha.s ~een
differently named in the literature and some of such descriptions
include as, preverb, subject concord marker (SCM), inflection ton~,
inflection, and agree. Never-the- less, 6.is still wide~y referred to m
the standard Yoruba literature as the third person singular. pronoun
till date.

f. OH «ynun KHUZY

OHa «ynuna KHUZY

3sg buy- PST book
He bought a book
She bought a book

4.0 Usage of Personal Pronouns in the Langua.ges .
Pronouns are used when it is clear who or what ISbeing talked about
(Leech Cruickshant and Ivanic 2001: 387). Personal pronouns can
refer to person: 1st person, 2nd person and 3rd person in the two
languages under study. In any communicati~e situa~ion, the first
person is simply the speaker whereas the h~tener I~ the seco~d
person. Any other person or thing mentioned IS.the third per~on ~n
such linguistic interaction. For instance, in the given construction m.
example 1, construction (a-b) is referring to the speaker, (c-d) to the
listener and (e-t) to another entity different from the speaker and the
listener.

Yoruba
Mo je ak~kQ9.
1sg be student
Iam a student (First person)

Mo ra iwe.
1sg buy-PST book
Ibought a book.(First person)

4
o j~ ak~kQ9
2sg be student
You are a student (Second person)

Ora iwe,
2sg buy-PST book
You bought a book(Second person)

ONak?k99.
3sg be student
3sg be student
/She is a student
He /She is a student (Third person)

6 ra iwe.
6 ra iwe
3sg buy-PST book
SlHe bought a book. (Third person)

In the two languages, pronouns have both singular and plural forms
which are basic in both Russian and Yoruba for the three syntactic
persons i.e., first, second and third persons. Examples are given in 2-
3 below:
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2. Singular
Russian

a. Jl cmyoeum
1sg. be student
I am a student.

b. Ms: cmyoeumu
2sg. be student
We are students

c. Oil cmyoeum
3sg. be student
He is a student

3. Singular
Yoruba

a. Mo j~akekoo
lsg. be student
I am a student.

b. 0 j~ akekoo.
2sg. be student
You are a student

c. 6 je akekoo,
3sg. be student
SIRe is a student.

Plural

MbI CTyAeHTbI

1pl. be student
We are students.

Aj~ akekoo.
2pl. be student
We are students.

Ouu cmyoeumu
3pl. be student
They are students.

Plural

Aj~ akekoo.
1pl. be student
We are students.

E je akekoo.
2pl. be student
You are students.

W9n j~ akekoo,
3pl. be student
They are students.

In both Russian and Yoruba, the first person plural pronoun Mbl and a
have a single form that can either refer to the speaker, other people
associated with the speaker, and to the addressee or excluding the
addressee.

The studied languages have honorific/polite personal form for second
person singular and plural pronoun. Same forms are used for both
written and oral conversations in the two languages unlike some
other languages (such as Chinese) where written form differs from
oral form. In Russian, the honorific is also the 1st person singular as
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well as the 2nd person plural form eu 'you', while Yoruba uses
and w9nl 'you' as the case may be. For instance, in example 4a, a
younger fellow is inquiring from an elder in Yoruba setting if he has
seen someone (older than the speaker) while 4b is a negative
construction informing us that an act of going was not done by an
elder/senior fellow to the speaker.

4. Yoruba
(a) Se e ti ri won]

QM 2sg(hon) PERF see 3sg(hon)
Have you seen himlher?

(b) W!ln ko IQ. •
3sg (hon) NEG go
S/he did not go.

If the interactions were to be devoid of honourlrespect, it would have
been rendered as in examples 5.

5. Yoruba
(a) Se 0 ti ri i?

QM 2sg PERF see 3sg
Have you seen himlher?

(b) Ko IQ.
2sg-NEG go
S/he did not go.

Zero morpheme (null entity) is used for 3sg pronoun that is not
honorific in a negative construction. That accounts for its covert
representation in example 5b.

6. Russian
a Bu Y:JICe ezo/ee 6UOeJlU ?

QM 2sg(hon) PERF see 3sg(hon)
Have you seen himlher?

In the same manner just like the examples cited above in Yoruba, if
the interactions were to have taken place in an unofficial settings and
devoid of honour/respect, it would have been rendered in Russian as
in example 6 (b)

(b) Tu Y:JICe eeo/ee (informal)
QM 2sg PERF see 3sg.

lIt must be noted that e and wpn (won + 6= wQn) have dual purposes. They serve as both
honorific and 2pl and 3pl markers respectively in Yoruba. This contrast is mostly cleared
through context.
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One of the peculiarities of the Russian personal pronoun Jl 'I' is its
usage in some clauses like request construction. The personal
pronoun 51 'I' is never used in sentences indicating appreciation,
request or apology by the speaker in Russian although when
translated into English the personal pronoun is present. For example:-

7. (a) Bnaeooapio sac.
'I thank you.'

(b) IJpOUly eac nousmu Mell51 npaeunsuo
'I appeal to you to understand me correctly.'

9. Yoruba
(i) A~9 mi rewa,
(ii) A~9 wa rewa,
(iii) IIe re/e t6bi.
(iv) Ile yin t6bi.
(v) Ife r~~' f9.
(vi) Ife w9n f9.

Personal Pronoun Forms in Object Position (Accusative Case)
Pronouns are distinguished in terms of grammatical roles in the two
languages. The form of pronoun in an accusative case is different
from its form in the nominative or any other case as evident in 8.

8. Yoruba
(i) Obe nit mi.
(ii) Ad6 fun wa.
(iii) Olu n wa e.
(iv) Bola n pe yin.
(v) Adisa ra o.
(vi) Oluko pe W911.

Gloss
Obe beat me.
Ade gave us.'
Olu is looking for you.
Bola is calling you.
Adisa bought it.'
The teacher called them.

Russian
06eii MeH51nofian
Me HQM )J.aJI
OJIY me651 auter
bOJIa eac BhI3BeT
A)J.Hcaee KynHJI
Y"lHTeJIhux n03BaJI

Russian Gloss
Mo« nnamse xpacueo My clothe is beautiful.
Hatue nnamse xpacueo Our clothe is beautiful.
Teoii OOM60JlbUlOU Your house is big.
Batu (JOM60JlbUlOU Your house is big.
Teon uauo:a CllOMGJlaCbHis cup is broken.
Hx '1aUlKU CJlOMGJlUCb Their cup is broken.

It is observed that there is a contrast in the forms of these pronouns in
Yoruba such that the pronoun takes the form of a mid-tone if
preceded by a high tone syllable verb and takes the high tone form
when it follows a low or mid tone syllable verb.

Personal Pronoun Forms in Dative Case
The Dative case in Russian indicates the recipient of an action and it
takes an indirect object. This case answers the question KOMY WlU
'lelWy -to whom / what. Examples of personal pronoun usage in the
Dative case in Russian are cited in example 11.

Personal Pronoun Forms in Genitive Case in Russia
The genitive case in Russian is used in answer to the question
«oeo/uezo, KaKOZO, KaKOU which is translated into English to- mean
whom/what, of whom/what. The genitive case in Russian also used
in negative constructions. The usage of Russian personal pronouns in
the genitive case is portrayed in example 10
10. Russian Gloss

(i) Jl »coy metin I am waiting for you
(ii) Aoe utuem ezo Ade is looking for him
(iii) MQMa UCKGJlaux. Mum was looking for them
(iv) El! Hem OOMa. She is not at home.
(v) Y uac He tiyoem ypoxa We will not have lesson.
(vi) Bac He 6blJlO Ha pa6ome. You were not at work.

11. Russian
(i) Mne oeaouame nem
(ii) Jl me6e n03eOHWI euepa
(iii) T.[mo (JQMHpaeUmC51mym?
(iv) CKOJlbKO eMY nem?
(v) Jl K)JnWl eii KHUZy.
(vi) MQMa nQM nooopuna OUCK

Personal Pronoun Forms in Qualifier Position
Since gender is reflected in the usage of personal pronouns in
Russian and the form of personal pronouns changes according to
cases. Below are the different forms personal pronouns take
according to cases.

In both Russian and Yoruba languages, pronouns are also
distinguished for nominative case (to qualify nouns in subject
positions in constructions) as evident in example 9 below.
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Gloss
My brother is twenty years old
I called you yesterday.
What do you like here?
How old is he?
I bought her a book
Mum gave us a disk as a
present.
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12 Personal Pronoun Forms in the accusative case in Russian

The acc~sative case in Russian answers the question K}'oa, umo,
K020. It IS used with a transitive verb. Example 12 illustrates the
usage of personal pronouns in the accusative case in Russian
Language.

Personal Pronoun Forms in the accusative Case
12. Russian Gloss

(i) MeHR 306ym 116aH My name is Ivan for you
(ii) ,f[ ee Jl106Jl1o. I love her
(~ii) aJIY meti« auter Olu is looking.
(IV) Bona eac 6b136em Bola is calling you.
(v) Aouca Hac 6UOeJl6 KUHO. Adisa saw us at the cinema.
(vi) Y'lUmeJlb ux n036aJl. The teacher called them.

T~e instrument~l case in Russian expresses the instrument or agent
with or by which an action is done or carried out. It answers the
questions KeMI'leM? - by whom, with whom, by what or with what.
Below are examples of personal pronoun forms in the instrumental
case in Russian

Personal Pronoun Forms in Instrumental Case.
l3. Russian Gloss

(~~ Mbl C (JQMUnoiioeu euecme. You and I are going together
(Ii) Bu cuoume nepeoo MHOU. You are sitting in the front of

me
(iii) 51 3HaKOMC HHM
(iv) Hmo c motioii?
(v) ,f[ pa3206apu(J(JJl C HUMU

(Je'lepa (Je'lepOM.
(vi),f[ uacmo c Heu paseoeapueaio .

I am his acquaintance.
What is the wrong with you?
I spoke with them yesterday

evening
I often talk with hr.

Personal Pronoun Forms in Prepositional Case
The prepositional is known as the locative case in Russian. It shows
the location of an object or a subject and it answers the question eoe,
o KOMUJlU0 'liiM- where, about whom or about what.
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Examples of Personal pronouns in the prepositional case are stated
below:

14. Russian
(i) Jl oyuaio 0 me6e
(ii} OHa ecnouunaem 060 MHe
(iii) OH oyuaem 0 eac
(iv) Mbl3a60mUMcR 0 HeMIHeM

Gloss
I am thinking about you.
She remembers me.
He thinks about her.
We are taking care of

him/her.
Our parents are taking care

of us.
The mother is worried about

them.

(v) Pooumenu 3a60mUMJl 0 Hac

(vi) Mams 6ecnOKOUmCJl0 HUX

Personal Pronouns in Negative Constructions
The polymorphic nature of pronouns is evident in Yoruba negative
constructions while in Russian the pronouns maintain their
nominative forms. For example:

15. Yorubd
(i) Nko IQ.
(ii) A ko IQ.
(iii) 0 ko IQ.
(iv) I; ko IQ.
(v) xe IQ.
(vi) W9n ko IQ.

Gloss
did not go.
We did not go.
Y ou did not go.
You did not go.
SIRe did not go.
They did not go.

Russian
Jl Henouren/noexan I
Mbl Henouina /noexana
Tu Henomen I noexan
Bu Henouma I noexana
OH Henomen /noexan
OHUHenouinx/noexana

As earlier stated on example (5b), it is observed that when referring
to the third person singular subject pronoun in negative construction,
the pronoun is usually covert. Its absence makes the construction
converge in standard Yoruba, as also seen in example (l3v).

Personal Pronouns in Progressive Situations
It is observed that in a progressive act situation, the tone on first and
second person singular and plural change from mid to high in
Yoruba, while it maintains the nominative form in Russian.
Illustrations of YOIUba personal pronouns usage in progressive
constructions are stated below:
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16 (i) Mo n bo,
l sg PROG come

'I am coming.

(iii) 51Udy

lsg PROG come
'I am coming.

(v) 6n jo.
2sg PROG dance
'You are dancing.

(vii) OH mauuyem
2sg PROG dance
'You are dancing.

(ix) 6 ri korin.

(xi) OHa noem
2sg PROG dance
,You are dancing. '

(ii) An bo.
Ipl PROG come
'We are coming.'

(iv) Mbl UdifM
Ipl PROG come
'We are coming.

(vi) tnjo.
2pI PROG dance
'You are dancing. '

(viii) Bu mauuyeme
2pl PROG dance
'You are dancing. '

(x) W{5n n korin,

(xii) OHU n010m
2pl PROG dance
'Y ou are dancing. '

Personal Pronouns in Futuristic Expression
It is observed that in Russian futuristic expressions are formed with
pers~nal pro~ouns and a.~erb in the perfective form (perfective verb)
or with the. aid of an auxiliary verb and a main verb. The pronouns do
n~~ t?~e different forms. However in Yoruba, two elements (a and
yo%o) can be used to form a futuristic expression. In each of its
constructions, personal pronouns take different shapes. The forms
they take before the particle cl are shown below:
17. (i) Ma a je isu. (ii) A a Je isu.

Isg FUT eat yam lpl FUT eat yam
'I will eat yam.' We will eat yam.'

(iii) .51 rtoxyuraio
l sg FUT eat yam
'I will eat yam.'

(iv) Msr noxyuraex
lpl FUT eat yam
'We will eat yam.'
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(v) (vi) t~sun.
2pl FUT sleep
'You will sleep.

Wa a sun.
2sg FUT sleep
'You will sleep.

(vii) Tsi 6y.n.ernbcnars (viii) Bsr 6y.n.eTecnars

(ix) A a de lonii, (x)
3sg FUT arrive be-today
'S/he will arrive today.'

W9n a de lonii,
3pl FUT arrive be-today
'They will arrive today. '

(xi) OH/OHa npueoem Ce20dHJl (xii) OHU npueoym ceeoou«
3sg FUT arrive be-today 'They will arrive today.

In futuristic expression with the marker yo%o, the pronouns will
have the following forms:

18 (i)N y60/60 ra aso,
1sg Fut buy cloth
'1 will eat.'

(ii) A y60/60 ra aso.
1sg Fut buy cloth
We will eat. '

(iii) 0 00 mu omi. '
2sg Fut. drink water
'You will drink water.'

(iv) eyo%o mu omi.
2pl Fut drink water
,You will drink water.

(v) Yoo yan eja.
3sg-Fut roast fish
'S/he will roast fish.'

(vi) W9n yo%o yan eja.
3pl Fut roast fish
'They will roast fish.'

Null entity is also used for 3sg pronoun in futuristic expression with
the marker yo%o in Yoruba, However, the full form of the pre-verb
(future marker) i.e. yoo must be used for the construction to be
grammatical as seen in example 16v.

The Connotative Meaning of Personal Pronouns
The connotative meaning of any given element or construction is
referred to as the secondary meaning (related to the external-world
status and truth value) attached to the primary meaning of a given
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proposition. Its main application is with reference to the emotional
associations (personal or communal) that are suggested by or part of
the meaning of a linguistic unit, especially a lexical item. Personal
pronouns can also have a connotative meaning in addition to their
more common denotative meaning. The following examples in
Russian and Yoruba make this clear.

The Russian personal pronoun Jl (I) and Mbl (we) usage in sentences
have a general meaning:

19 5I qeJIOBeKH HHqTOxenoaexexoe MHeHe q)')K.ll.o
(Idiomatic expression)
'I am a man; anything that is not manly is not needed by me'

The plural form of the personal pronoun MhI can functions as a
synonym of the personal pronoun j{ in the plural sense. This type of
usage is conditioned on the wish of speaker to lay emphasis on
hirn/herse1f.

20 Mu dYMaeM umo 21l06aJlbHOe omonneuue smo uupoeoii
KpU3UC

'We think that global warming is a global problem'
Another example of the usage of the personal pronoun MbIin Russian
is the so- called 'modest we' or 'authors' that is often encountered in
books, manuscripts, texts, research articles (EeJIbqHKOB2012). For
example;

21 Mu npHIIlJIHTaKHMBbIBo,naMBcrarse ...
, We came into such conclusion in the article ... '

This is an inclusive construction that refers to the speaker (author)
alone but uses inclusive pronoun. In addition to this, the personal
pronoun Mbl is used often in speech with collective meaning (our
nation)

22 copaTHHKH'comrade in arms'
e,nHHOMbIIIlJIeHHHKH'like-minded person'.

The following examples from Yoruba, further elaborate the
connotative meaning that personal pronouns can grve III

constructions:
23 OmQ ilu mi ni Adi6.

Child town l sg be Adio
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'Adio is from my town. '

In the g!ven. example, just as the English pronoun my, mi is evid ntly
possessive III Yoruba, The speaker does not mean that the town
belongs to him solely. It only implies that Adio is also from his town
knowing fully well that there will be some other people from the
town but using wa (collective form) will crash the derivation since he
was referring to himself at the point of the utterance.

24 Haa! W9n ma wa si ile-eko 16ni1.
Exclamation! 3pl even come to school be-today
'Oh! Slhe came to school today.'

The speaker could actually use the sentence above to refer to a fellow
that does not come to school regularly on sighting hirn/her
unexpectedly. The w9n might not be for respect or plurality but rather
for mockery, which only connotation can express.

25 CLASS: I; kaaarQ 01uk9.
2pl good morning teacher
'Good morning teacher.'

TEACHER: I; kMl<lrQ. Ni QS~t6 koja, a k9 nipa
girama ede Yoruba.
2pl. Good morning. In week that pass,
1pl. teach about grammar Yoruba

'Good morning. Last week, we learnt Yoruba grammar. '

The I; used at the sentence initials by the class and the teacher differs
while the former is a respective form of the second person singular '
pronoun, the latter is a plural form of second person pronoun. The
teacher used the collective personal pronoun to include herself not
because she just learnt the topic but rather, to show modesty. She
could have just said;

26 Ni QS~ t6 koja, mo k9 yin nipa girama ede
Yoruba.

in week that pass 1sg. teach 2pl. about grammar language
Yoruba

'Last week, I taught you Yoruba grammar.'
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Let us examine the following conversation too;
27 SPEAKER A: e kaaarQ.

'Good morning, ma.'

SPEAKER B: Kaaaro iya Oj6. AW9n 9m9 mi 111<.9?
Good morning mother Ojo. Pl. child 1sg. QM
'Good morning Oj6's mother. How are my children?'

From the conversation, it is obvious that speaker B is older than A.
Speaker B refers to speaker A's children as hers because Yoruba is a
communal society and they believe they are one big family. Example
(21) further buttress this;

28 SPEAKER A: s kaaasan.
2pl good afternoon
'Good afternoon, ma.'

SPEAKER B: 6 t6 Qj9 meta. Baale wa nk9?
It reach day three. Hushand lpl, QM
'Quite an age. How is our husband?

'How is our husband?' from speaker B does not mean they are both
married to the same man. Only connotation can give the accurate
meaning of the pronoun used in the sentence, for the speaker was
actually inquiring about speaker A's hubby. The speaker uses the
collective pronoun to show modesty, respect and care that is
imbedded in the Yoruba culture and world view.

5. Findings
The languages examined in this paper have both singular and plural
forms of personal pronouns that can refer to person: - 1st, 2nd and
3rd in any given proposition. It is also observed that the studied
languages have honorific / polite personal forms for the second
person. Pronouns are distinguished in terms of grammatical roles in
Russian and Yoruba. However, this feature is more prominent in
Russian compare to Yoruba, as Russian distinguishes six different
case classes where Yoruba has three.
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Another observation is that the two languages treat gender
differently. Yoruba resolves the issue of gender through the context
as the language uses the form 6 (she/he/it) for any category of the
third person singular pronoun. However, gender is reflected in both
the written and spoken forms of the third person singular in Russian
like many European languages where masculine-he, feminine-she
and neuter- it.

It has also been shown that the polymorphic nature of pronouns is
evident in negative constructions, progressive situations and
futuristic expressions in Yoruba, Apart from these, it is also largely
the case that personal pronouns in Yoruba, can also have a
connotative meaning in addition to primary denotative meaning they
are known for as seen in sub-section 4 of the paper.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we examined the peculiarities and usage of personal
pronouns in Russian and Yoruba both languages belonging to
different family groups. We find that the world's languages have
some similarities and differences as observed in the pronoun system
of the studied languages; arguing that pronouns in different
languages differ in forms and usage. The peculiarities of Russian and
Yoruba personal pronouns re-establish the uniqueness and
distinctiveness of each language. Affirming that pronouns are pro-
forms of nouns in human languages and change according to cases in
some languages like Russian, we note that denotative meaning is the
primary role of personal pronouns in a given proposition, while
connotative meaning is seen as the secondary role.
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